
FEATURE BENEFIT

NEW 60X  
CARBON  
TWIST FACE

Building on the speed producing success of the original 60X Carbon Twist 
 Face that optimized energy transfer for fast ball speeds, the new face  
design in Stealth 2 features an advanced version of Inverted Cone Technology 
(ICT) to help maintain ball speed on off-center strikes and increase forgiveness. 
It weighs 24g (2g lighter than the original Stealth face) and is designed to have 
an expanded COR area for a larger sweet spot and boosted performance 
across the entire face.

CARBON 
REINFORCED 
COMPOSITE RING

The Carbon Reinforced Composite Ring unites the driver head into a singular force 
and frees up additional mass that has been strategically placed to deliver more 
forgiveness.

DESIGNED  
FOR SPEED 
AND FORGIVENESS

The corrective tendencies of Twist Face™ combined with advanced ICT help maintain 
ball speed and accuracy on off-center strikes. A lighweight full-carbon body allows 
engineers to harvest mass and strategically place weight for optimal launch and 
forgiveness.

NANOTEXTURE 
COVER

The 60X Carbon Twist Face is encased by a polyurethane cover, featuring a
revolutionary nanotexture technology. The nanotexture cover is used to fine tune 
launch and spin to optimize total distance regardless of playing conditions.

ASYMMETRIC 
INERTIA 
GENERATOR

The Inertia Generator remains the foundational source of refined aerodynamic 
properties. The result is a slippery-fast head shape that aids in swing speed 
generation on the downswing for golfers at every level. It is outfitted with a 15g rear 
weight to optimize MOI and forgiveness.

SLIDING 
WEIGHT TRACK

Weight savings from the 60X Carbon Twist Face and full body carbon construction 
allowed for the use of a 15g sliding weight. It is designed to help golfers control shot 
shape by shifting mass on the sole to create the desired ball flight.

THRU-SLOT 
SPEED POCKET

Our flexible Speed Pocket™ design is engineered to maximize ball speeds and 
produce additional forgiveness on low-face strikes.

CLUB LOFT HAND LIE VOLUME LENGTH SW

Stealth 2 Plus Driver 8.0° RH 54°- 58° 460cc 45.75" D4/D5

Stealth 2 Plus Driver 9.0° RH/LH 54°- 58° 460cc 45.75" D4/D5

Stealth 2 Plus Driver 10.5° RH/LH 54°- 58° 460cc 45.75" D4/D5

LAUNCH AND SPIN FLIGHT BIAS

Mid-Launch / Low Spin Adjustable 

Custom Options available. Stated swingweight targets represent stock build configurations only. © 2022  Taylor Made Golf Company, Inc.

SHAFT (MIDFLIGHT) SHAFT (LOW FLIGHT)

SH SH

Mitsubishi Kai’li Red 60 (X, S) Project X Hzrdus Black (Gen4) 60 (X/6.5, S/6.0)

GRIP

SH
Golf Pride Z-Grip Plus2 Black/Red  0.600 52g


